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About This Game

Based on Colin Thiele's 1964 children’s book of the same name, Storm Boy takes place on the beaches of South Australia near
the mouth of the Murray River, where the titular protagonist rescues orphaned pelican chicks, one of whom later becomes the

child’s pet and faithful companion, Mr. Percival.

Experience an interactive retelling of the classic tale by taking control of both Storm Boy and Mr. Percival in key moments,
such as when the pair rescued stranded sailors during a storm. Relive their friendship and enjoy seaside activities across a wide
assortment of fun and relaxing mini-games, including sand drawing, sailing, cockle hunting, playing fetch, sand surfing, pelican

feeding, and more.
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Farmer Bob walked out to his field and looked over the fresh crop. For some reason, everything seemed a bit sharper and better
looking lately. Which made Bob happy. But many of his favorite tools had vanished from the market, which made Bob
unhappy. Surely they would return to the market later, but he'd probably have to pay for the access. "The Man" was always
stickin it to Bob like that. Because that's "The Man"'s job.

Bob looked over his combine. It was dirty, but there was no damage to it, but that was expected. There was never any damage.
He'd taken to jumping his tractor off cliffs and humming Dixie. Maybe he'd get a horn set up for it.

Bob's life was never exciting. There were no aliens, commie invasions to fight off, or Godzilla vs Mothra battles in the north 40.
But that's okay. Bob drove tractors. He liked driving tractors and combines and loaders in giant circles and squares and
quadrilaterals and stuff. And that's what's important in life. That, and sneaking off with the chickens' eggs to make some extra
cash. It helped that he'd clubbed that dang rooster over the head every time he heard it. It finally seemed to shut up, or at least
turn the volume down.

The south field was already planted, so Bob hopped into yet another tractor and hooked up a sprayer. Setting the brand spankin
new cruise control to its only value - cruise, he activated the spray and drove his first pass over the field. Coming to the end of
the field, he shut off the sprayer. The cruise control immediately sensed the shutoff and floored the accelerator. Bob whipped
the tractor around as fast as he could and the cruise slowed a bit through the turn. But when he straightened out, the cruise
shifted into warp 7. The inertial dampeners failed and Bob was crushed against the back seat of his machine, accelerating out of
control. As his ribs cracked and he lost consciousness, his last thoughts were of how poorly the English language could express
his dislike of the new cruise control. At least the tractor wouldn't be damaged.
. Personal Score: 9\/10

Overall:
======

This is a great game with an amazing art style. The player has a great deal of freedom on how to approach challenges
and solve problems that they come across. I'd definitely recommend this game to anyone that likes adventure games or
puzzle games. This game would get a 10\/10 score from me if only it had better mod support so I could keep playing it.

Pros:
====

- An interesting art style that holds my attention throughout.

- A super chill sound track that fits really well with the aesthetic where audio is played.

- The scripting language "Sprak" is super easy to understand that beginners should be able to easily make use of after
a while of practice.

- There are a bunch of hidden areas and testing rooms to uncover and a few ways to get there if you're keen on finding
them.

- If you have any troubles with something, the community writes all kind of code and posts them in the forums allowing
you to implement and modify other people's ideas as you see fit for your plan of attack.

- There's multiple ways of figuring out how to reach your objective and this game allows for a great deal of creative
freedom in doing so.

- The characters all have different roles and lives which is interesting to see or unravel.

Cons:
====
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- At first, because of the game's open nature, you might find yourself lost on how to get into the meat of the game. I
believe I spent an hour wandering around after I completed the first "mission".

- You will need to take notes in a .txt file or in one of the many game's items to keep track of your objective as there is
nothing that does this for you. I actually kind of like this as an objective list might push you into thinking that you have
to do something in a certain way. But yeah, it can get a little confusing if you miss something or forget to write it down.

- The story, perticulary the ending, isn't that great. I believe the story has something to be desired.

- Although the modding language "GRIMM" is implemented, nobody in the community has utilised it to do what has been
suggested: Create custom stories. This far after release I'd have expected that someone released a custom story mode for
others to download and play but that hasn't really happened. That's not really the game's fault in itself but perhaps there's
something to be desired in GRIMM if it isn't being used.. Quick: Very tight mechanically, offering a good base twin stick
shooter game with a couple of extra layers. Some options through the game offer a good second play through but nothing
beyond that, and more impressively you have a resource management decisions with money that you earn from missions and
occasional drop you can use to replenish ammo or stock different weapons. With each weapon offering a different approach
to the game it was well thought out and you can see some of thought in the choices of enemies not only offering varied
differences but good designs to tell them apart. This is not a world changing game but if you are new to the genre it is a very
good entry point. Additionally the game offers co-op and arena modes for extra gameplay.
Full: https:\/\/youtu.be\/qjwmcNwZ66g. This is an old, but good game series. This Collection comes with four games, Jewel
Quest, Jewel Quest II, Jewel Quest III, and Jewel Quest Mysteries: Curse of the Emerald Tear. The first three are Match-3
games, while the Mysteries title adds Hidden Object and other types to the gaming experience.

This is a fine collection, and if you have the nostalgia, well-worth the price.. Here we are! One of those Unity Engine Games
that's actually good!
Kidding aside, this game does bring back an avalanche of nostalgic gaming not just from some platforming wonders like
Aladdin, but also a bit of Gradius. The only way they could make it a more perfect reflection of a SNES game is if they actually
made a proper ROM out of this and emulated it. Everything in this game just fits. I do recommend using a controller for this
game as the keyboard config is not really customizable beyond a couple of presets.

Now if you excuse me, I have one last magic seed to find.. Great game. Hope with future updates new elements are added
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Am i missing something here? I was truly gobsmacked to think i paid for this, I wandered around and around looking for some
signs of what i had paid for, i came up with nothing worth mentioning, just be aware, as it stands it will end up under the sink
with the cucumber slicer and mechanical paper shredder.. Been playing Train Sim since the first installment of Railworks, back
in the day, and have to admit that this is my favourite steam loco thus far. Handles beautifully, sounds every bit as good as it
looks, and the career scenarios included for the Dawlish\/Exeter run are very enjoyable.. I bought this game because I grew up
on classic RPG's.

I've always loved them. The old-style sprites, the simplicity of the design, from Chrono Trigger to FF: Mystic Quest; i've run the
gauntlet of encounters and grinded out countless storylines to save the world/universe/existence itself. That being said, games
made on RPG Maker have never been a turn-off for me, and even if they were, Last Dream would stand above.

This game is an outstanding throw-back to the RPG's I loved as a kid whilst also evolving into something new and engaging. The
dailouge is well written, the storyline has depth to it, and the world itself is actually very sandbox-esque. With room for open-
world wandering, plenty of side quests and dungeons, there is tons to explore and do if grinding out the main plot isn't your
style. (This also means that for completionists and dungeon hunters, you're in luck! There is a LOT for you to seek out.)

What I enjoy most of all is the full character control. No preset PC's to join your team, you design from the ground up all four
of your party members. Furthermore, you control how they progress. Each level up grants you stat points which you can then
use to mature each character how you see fit. It's beautiful. Absolutely beautiful.

8/10 Highly Recommended. If you're a turn-based RPG guru, Last Dream is an impressive and enjoyable adventure.. Edit,
3/7/19: Still lots of bugs, no hard AI, and almost a year into release. Disappointing, but I still hold out hope.

TLDR: 7/10. A great board game port somewhat hampered by its mobile roots.

Let me get the bad out of the way first, this is a mobile port with very little enhancement for PC and it shows. The game's use of
screen real estate is very unoptimized for large screen monitors. Large Icons and game elements could have been shrunk down
and more elements of the board game allowed to occupy the main screen. Two side menus on each side of the game could be
left open by default, but everytime you restart the game and even when your turn comes back around, the menus are tucked
away again, they should stay open by default as they don't obstruct anything.

Some newer players have complained about constantly having to access information hidden away in menus. This is only partially
true as most of the info an experienced player needs is on the main screen. For the benefit of those experienced with the game
I'll list the menus that people think have info hidden away and what is actually visible on the main screen without opening those
menus. Satellite menus include: resource exchange screen with power bowl, town tile screen, players score status screen, player
bonus tile selection screen, favor tile screen, cult track, power tiles, round score tiles. The main screen does present you with a
lot of that info without opening those menus including, with the side menus open: home terrain with terraforming costs for other
terrains (left side menu open), current round score tile and power tiles available to use (right side menu open). Player info cards
at the bottom include: current workers, coins and priests available and income levels for next round, power bowl summary, cult
track positions. So that's quite a bit of info available reducing the need to open those menus.

So the real star here is the board game itself. Terra Mystica is deep, complex, and presents you with many choices each turn.
The game consists of 6 rounds of expanding your fantasy empire using different factions all with their own unique powers. A
round consist of 8 possible actions with each player taking one action then the next player taking their action, this continues
until all players have passed and then the next round begins with each player recieving their income and performing their actions
again. Every round has a different way to gain points so many of your action choices will revolve around what will score points
during that round. The game has some interesting synergy, when you build certain structures next to a neighbor, you get a
discount, in turn, they get the option of gaining power at the cost of some victory points based on the value of their adjacent
buildings involved. Power is very important for some actions, but so are victory points, so it's an interesting trade-off to
consider. There are many ways to earn points throughout the game and of course the winner is the faction with the most points
at the end of round 6.

A future expansion "Fire and Ice" are included in the price and will add more factions and game elements.

Single player has 4 easy AIs based on time starting with a 1 second thinking AI up to a pretty tough 15 second thinker. A
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Medium and Hard "learning" AI are promised in a future update.
Multiplayer has chat and is cross-platform so you can play with Android and iOS players and games seem readily available.

A lot of reviews and players have bashed the tutorial pretty hard. I'll just say that this is a complex game and writing a long
complex tutorial to cover all elements of the game would have been an expensive time sink for a small team, so I personally had
no problems reading up and watching some cardboard playthroughs. I didn't bother with the tutorial.

Overall, I find Terra Mystica a gem of a board game and can easily forgive the shortcomings this digital implementation has. A
must buy for true board game fans.

Pros:
Uses original board game art with only a few digital embellishments.
Easy AI is pretty good with harder "learning" AI to come.
Fire and Ice expansion will be included in a future update.
Deep, thought provoking gameplay with little left for chance.
Cross Platform play for multiplayer.
Ability to play a deep boardgame on something other than a phone/tablet.

Cons:
Mobile roots are obvious.
Oversized elements meant to be visible on mobile are oversized on large monitors.
Screen real estate not optimized for PC monitors, needs more game elements on-screen.
No tooltips make it a little tough for newcomers.
Game is too complex for the tutorial, newcomers should probably watch a cardboard playthru.. Meat of this DLC are 2 odd
looking vehicles: Chaos 126p and Auroch. Other than looking weird, to my suprise, they were outfitted with uniqe driving
model, which makes them a bit harder to use than standard vehicles, but also superior to them if used correctly. I don't mind, I
like when vehicles\/weapons have their own quirks, you need to be aware of when using them, makes things far more
interesting.
Chaos 126p feels very light, almost too light. It has amazing acceleration, but loses plenty of speed when driving through crowd
of zombies. Massive wheels give it tightest turn radius in game, but can prove liability, since you can't just slide off obstacles
using bumper.
Auroch has god-like ramming power, as expected from vehicle this heavy, but you don't want to stop in this thing. Not only
acceleration is poor, but shifting from reverse to foward feels like it's taking forever. If you hit hard obstacle when there are
zeds nearby, it may cost you a lot of damage, before you drive away.. Decent fun, sometimes the host is salty and messes up a
lobby but it's usually fine.
. This does not work do not buy it unless he fixes it by DALLAS THAT WORKS THIS DOES NOT!. PROS:Cheap, Great
Soundtrack, Atmospheric, Cool Art Design, Replayable

CONS:Other ship only unlocks after you 1cc the game, it's worth a buy if you have every other bullet hell game I guess. I am
giving this one the thumbs up for a few very important reasons in my opinion:

1 - Aaand the most important. I checked the news before I got the expansion and the skins, and according to the developer, the
new world, the new boss and the cards coming with this expansion can be encountered or won by doing dailies. This means that
even if you don't buy the expansion, you will still get to experience the new content. This for me, means that such a dev is worth
the support.

2 - a new class to get used to and eventually master. There's another 5+ hours game time at least...

3 - more cards, which is always good to see, as it allows you to get even more creative and create more interesting decks.

4 - a whole new world and a mission chain, the Mentor's Maze. More things to kill, and more challenges to conquer, which is
always nice to see.

So in essence, if you enjoy Forced Showdown like I do, you will like this expansion. If you are on the fence or think that the
price tag is too high, just go ahead and play the game as it is. You lose NOTHING. You will still have a chance to find the new
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cards and play vs the new boss, and to top it all, experience the new drone world while doing your daily missions, which not only
are very lucrative, but also tons of fun - and you should really be doing those anyway.. Very nice. Two sets of puzzles the "basic"
(easy) and the normal (the original one) give dozens of hours of fun.
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